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 ● As we sell only new sealed games and no retail games are going to be open, these games will not have their retail labels removed or scratched● We inspect the sealed box to make sure that it is in excellent condition (no breaks or any other damage).● The games are then opened and inspected in full● None of the games have any scratches, scuffs or any other damage. ● The games are then placed
in our warehouse and we notify the winners about the result in their email. Our online game shop guarantees that the games we sell in our online shop are 100% new and sealed in perfect condition.● You are welcome to play the game when you buy it from our online shop and after 30 days of making your purchase, you will get your game certificate to prove that the game is in perfect condition● Our

online shop will only accept orders from reputable sources, but will reject any type of scam or phishing attempts. CHECK-OUT We only accept serious orders from verified check-out sources. We will only accept orders from accounts that do not use the free PayPal or a service that is not a reliable and secure payment source. If your order is not processed in a timely manner or if we have to reject
your order due to excessive fraud or misuse, we will provide you with an explanation. This is a standard policy for all online stores. PROCESSING & SHIPPING Processing is not done at our online store. We only work with verified and reliable check-out sources. We have a dedicated staff who is dedicated to keep your order as fast as possible. Processing time is around 3-5 business days. RETURNS

& REFUNDS We only accept returns after 5 business days of delivery of the game. If the game is defective, you will get a full refund. We only accept returns for games that are defective. We do not accept any returns for games that are not defective. It is very important that you inspect every game before you make your purchase. PAYMENT PayPal is the preferred payment source at our online
shop. We only accept PayPal as the preferred payment method at our online shop. If you need a better payment source, you can use any other preferred payment source at our online shop. PREMIUM ACCOUNT We only accept premium accounts at 82157476af
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